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Adversarial Examples
Deep Neural Networks are sensitive to small perturbations in the image, which can lead to
misclassifications. These changes are mostly imperceptible for human observers.
Image-dependant Adversarial Perturbations [1,2]

[1] Intriguing properties of neural networks; Szegedy, Zaremba, Sutskever, Bruna, Erhan, Goodfellow, Fergus; ArXiv 2013
[2] Explaining and Harnessing Adversarial Examples; Goodfellow, Shlens, Szegedy; ICLR 2015
[3] Universal adversarial perturbations; Moosavi-Dezfooli, Fawzi, Fawzi, Frossard; CVPR 2017

Universal Perturbations [3]
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Universal Adversarial Perturbations
Prior works [1,2] treated the UAP as noise (“bug”) to
the samples to be attacked.

Algorithm:
● Craft single perturbation (via
DeepFool [3]) to let one sample cross
the decision boundary
● Iterate this process for different
samples to aggregate the universal
adversarial perturbation.
Figure 1: Schematic representation
of the algorithm in [1] to compute
universal perturbations.
[1] Universal adversarial perturbations; Moosavi-Dezfooli, Fawzi, Fawzi, Frossard; CVPR 2017
[2] Analysis of universal adversarial perturbations; Moosavi-Dezfooli, Fawzi, Fawzi, Frossard, Soatto; ArXiv 2017
[3] DeepFool: a simple and accurate method to fool deep neural networks; Moosavi-Dezfooli, Fawzi, Frossard; CVPR 2016
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PCC Analysis
Treat the DNN logits as a vector for feature representation and use them to analyze the mutual influence of two
independent inputs based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)
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“Universal perturbations
contain dominant features,
and images behave like
noise to them”
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PCC-Analysis result for one sample image `lorikeet'. Three scenarios of input combinations are considered:
1: image + noise; 2: image + targeted UAP; 3: image + targeted image-dependant AE. The columns show
input a, input b, input c=a+b, logit vector analysis of L_c over L_a and vector analysis of L_c over L_b

Image-dependant
perturbations seem to
not contain features by
themselves
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Noise Perspective vs. Feature Perspective
Noise Perspective (Prior works)
● Treat the targeted UAP as noise (“bug”) to the
sample to be attacked

● Requires the samples from the training
dataset in the UAP generation process
● Explicitly designed to let individual samples
cross the decision boundary
● Assumes that the attack generalizes to
unseen samples

Requires the original training dataset
Slow: ~2 hours

Feature Perspective (Ours)
● UAPs contain features of a certain class
● Treatment of the images as noise to the
generated UAP during the optimization
process in order to be recognizable by the
target network

● No need for semantic features as in the
original training dataset samples
● Proxy datasets as background noise:
Downloaded from the Internet, MS-COCO,
Pascal VOC, Places365

Requires no original training dataset
Fast: ~2 minutes
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Targeted UAP without original training data
Table 1: Results for targeted UAPs trained on four different
datasets reported in the targeted fooling ratio (%)

Figure 1: Proposed method of generating targeted universal adversarial
perturbations without data, by using a proxy dataset.

Figure 2: Targeted universal perturbations (target class ‘sea lion’) for
different network architectures

Table 2: Comparison to other methods. The results are divided
in universal attacks with access to the original ImageNet
training data (upper) and data-free methods (lower). The
metric is reported in the non-targeted fooling ratio (%)
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Takeaway
Logit vector based PCC analysis

Universal Adversarial
Perturbations are not Bugs
They are Features.

,

First to achieve data-free targeted
universal attack
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